
 

Children’s Mental Health Week 

Enjoying this activity? Use #ChildrensMentalHealthWeek and tag us @SustransScot on Facebook and Twitter.  

Sustrans promotes cycling, wheeling, walking and scooting in schools, reducing congestion by empowering teachers, parents and pupils to 
travel actively, safely and confidently to school.  

If you enjoyed these activities join us in taking part in the Big Walk and Wheel this March where you can access even more great resources! 

 
 

 

During Children’s Mental Health Week, why not go for a walk, wheel, 

scoot or cycle around your local area and have a go at some of our   

activities? 

 

These activities are designed to help you slow 

down, take notice and connect to the world 

around you.  

They’re great for helping our mental health as well 

as linking directly to the SHANARRI wellbeing 

wheel.  

 

This resource pack includes: 

 

• Wellbeing bingo activity sheets 

 

• Mini missions cards 

 

• Sustainable Development Goals health and wellbeing lesson 

plan for lower primary 

 

• Sustainable Development Goals health and wellbeing lesson 

https://www.facebook.com/Sustransscotland/
https://twitter.com/sustransscot
https://bigwalkandwheel.org.uk/


 

Wellbeing Bingo 
 
 

 

30 MINS Pen, paper  
 

Can you complete all of the wellbeing bingo activities in one row during the 

week? Two rows? Or even get a full house? Remember to shout BINGO if you 

do! 

For 2024 the theme is my voice matters. Why not make your voice heard and 

give the “my favourite place” activity a go? Here’s a video one of our I Bike      

Officers doing just that. 

Bird Is The Word 
Colourful Nature Express yourself 

Head In The Clouds Scent Of Adventure Sticks And Stones 

My Favourite Place 
Listen Up Heads or Tails 

Enjoying this activity? Use #ChildrensMentalHealthWeek and tag us @SustransScot on Facebook and Twitter.  

Sustrans promotes cycling, wheeling, walking and scooting in schools, reducing congestion by empowering teachers, parents and pupils to 
travel actively, safely and confidently to school.  

If you enjoyed these activities join us in taking part in the Big Walk and Wheel this March  where you can access even more great resources! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JcVteoIhBg
https://www.facebook.com/Sustransscotland/
https://twitter.com/sustransscot
https://bigwalkandwheel.org.uk/


 

Wellbeing Bingo 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Keep your eyes and ears peeled for 

some feathered friends. How many 

different types of birds did you 

spot? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Whilst on your walk, scoot or cycle, 

find 3 items that are a different  

colour.  

 

 

 

  

 

Draw an emoji to represent how 

you feel before you go out on your 

walk, scooter or cycle. After you 

return, draw another emoji. Notice 

if your feelings have changed at all. 

Why might this be?  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Allow a coin to determine your 

walking route. Every time you get to 

a junction, flip your coin. Heads 

means turn right. Tails means turn 

left.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Find a quiet space to take a seat on 

your walk. Close your eyes and 

draw the different sounds you can 

hear around you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Walk, scoot or cycle to somewhere 

in your local area that makes you 

feel happy. Think, draw or write 

about the reasons why this place is 

special to you.  

 

 

 

 

 

Whilst on your walk, scoot or cycle, 

use natural materials to make a 

piece of art that describes how you 

feel. Talk to the person you are with 

about your art piece.  

 

 

 

 

 

How many different smells can you 

observe whilst out on your walk, 

scoot or cycle? Close your eyes and 

take in a deep breath to help you 

focus your sense of smell. 

 

 

 

 

 

Sit or lie on the ground and look up 

to the sky. Do the clouds remind 

you of anything? Animals? Trees? 

Cartoon Characters? What story do 

you think the clouds could be      

telling? 

Enjoying this activity? Use #ChildrensMentalHealthWeek and tag us @SustransScot on Facebook and Twitter.  
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https://www.facebook.com/Sustransscotland/
https://twitter.com/sustransscot
https://bigwalkandwheel.org.uk/


 

Mini Missions  
 

 

Walk, wheel, cycle or scoot to your local greenspace and give these mini missions a go! 
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SDG Health and Wellbeing 
Lower Primary 

 
 

 

Pre Activity (5 mins):  

• Ask the pupils why they think going out on a walk, wheel or cycle is good for us. Potential 

answers include physical health, helps us concentrate better, gives us fresh air and good 

for our mental wellbeing. Introduce that the focus of today’s walk, wheel or cycle will be on 

how getting out in nature can be good for our minds and our mental wellbeing.  

 

Activity 1 (20 mins) : Walk, wheel, scoot or cycle to local greenspace with the group. 

 

Activity 2: Listening Walk (15 mins) 

• Question the group about the 5 senses- can they name them all? Which do they think they 

use the most? The least? 

• Introduce the listening walk task- Pupils will walk for a set length of time (~5 mins) in com-

plete silence to help them focus their sense of listening on the sounds around them. In 

pairs they will try to see if they can hear any of the sounds on the worksheet and tick them 

off if they do.  

• Stop the listening walk task. Question the group on what they managed to hear. Did they 

hear any sounds that weren’t on the sheet? Do the pupils think they would have heard all 

these sounds if they weren’t walking in silence or concentrating on listening? If not, why 

not? 

• Reconnecting and focussing on the sounds around us can help us to feel more mindful. 

How did the pupils feel on their listening walk? Try to do another listening walk and then 

repeat the same set of questions. 

Enjoying this activity? Use #ChildrensMentalHealthWeek and tag us @SustransScot on Facebook and Twitter.  

Sustrans promotes cycling, wheeling, walking and scooting in schools, reducing congestion by empowering teachers, parents and pupils to 
travel actively, safely and confidently to school.  

If you enjoyed these activities join us in taking part in the Big Walk and Wheel this March  where you can access even more great resources! 

https://www.facebook.com/Sustransscotland/
https://twitter.com/sustransscot
https://bigwalkandwheel.org.uk/


 

SDG Health and Wellbeing 
Lower Primary 

 
 

 

Activity 3: Magic mindful spots (25 mins) 

• Within a designated area (a wooded area works perfectly for this activity) ask everyone to 

find their own special place to sit quietly and be alone in nature.  

• Introduce that this activity is to relax the mind. From your ‘magic spot’, you can see plants 

and animals close by, hear birds and insects, smell the earth and touch moss, quivering 

grass, a feather or leaf.  

• Have children sit for a mindful minute. During this time, get them to think about all of their 

senses. What they can hear, what they can smell, what they can touch, what they can see 

and what they can taste? 

• After the mindful minute is over, ask students to draw a picture on the worksheet of the 

things they observed. Feedback the observations with the rest of the class.  

• Ask students to go away and collect a leaf. During the next mindful minute in their magic 

spots, pupils will use the leaf to help focus their mind. Pupils shall slowly trace the leaf 

with their finger, breathing in when they trace up the leaf and breathing out whilst tracing 

down the other side of the leaf. Practice this breathing technique a few times.  

• Ask students to return to their magic mindful spot and repeat the exercise.  

 

Activity 4: Moment of gratitude (10 mins) 

• Whilst walking back towards the school ask students to think of something they have en-

joyed or are thankful for on their active journey today. 

• Stop the group and form a circle. Introduce that this is a gratitude circle (explain the word 

gratitude if necessary). Pass an item around the circle (i.e. pine cone, stick or stone). When 

a pupil is passed the stick they are welcomed to share their ‘moment of gratitude’ with the 

rest of the group. If they do not wish to share, they can simply pass the item to the next 

person.  

• Start with an example: “Today on my walk I am grateful for hearing the birds singing” and 

then start passing the stick around the circle. 

 

Activity 5: Return to School (20 mins) 

On returning to school, recap why walking in nature is good for our bodies and our minds. En-

courage the children to try the mindfulness activities again in the future.  

Enjoying this activity? Use #ChildrensMentalHealthWeek and tag us @SustransScot on Facebook and Twitter.  
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SDG Health and Wellbeing 
Lower Primary 
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SDG Health and Wellbeing 
Upper Primary 

 
 

 

Lesson Structure (including timings): 

Main Activity 

1. Led walk, wheel, scoot or ride to local green space. During this time talk about what health 

and wellbeing means to them and what makes them feel good physically and mentally. (45 

minutes to 1 hour) 

 

2. If it’s a led walk or wheel, challenge the pupils to find 9 numbers in nature. If it’s a led scoot 

or bike ride, this can be done once you stop at a greenspace. Pupils have to find the numbers 1 

to 9 in their surroundings. Everyone can quickly strike off 1 and 2 as we all have one nose and 

two ears. External examples include a flower with 5 petals or an ant with 6 legs. All participants 

are given a time limit of 5 minutes to find as many of the remaining numbers as possible. The 

exercise is to be done individually or in pairs. The group reassembles at the end of the time to 

work together as a team and find any missing numbers that no one could find. (5 minutes) 

 

3. Get the pupils to find a big open space where they can see you and do yoga stories. You can 

start the story and then ask the kids to come up with the next part of the story inventing their 

own yoga poses. See this example for inspiration: yoga-stories-pdf. (25 minutes) 

Enjoying this activity? Use #ChildrensMentalHealthWeek and tag us @SustransScot on Facebook and Twitter.  

Sustrans promotes cycling, wheeling, walking and scooting in schools, reducing congestion by empowering teachers, parents and pupils to 
travel actively, safely and confidently to school.  

If you enjoyed these activities join us in taking part in the Big Walk and Wheel this March where you can access even more great resources! 

https://ibike.sustrans.org.uk/wip/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/yoga-stories-pdf.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/Sustransscotland/
https://twitter.com/sustransscot
https://bigwalkandwheel.org.uk/


 

SDG Health and Wellbeing 
Upper Primary 

 
 

 

4. Sound map exercise. First, ask the kids to get their clipboards and pencils out. They’ll then 

sit down in a quiet space, close their eyes and really listen to the sounds around them for 

1 minute. After that minute, they can open their eyes. With their paper and pencil, they can 

draw an x or a stick person in the middle to represent themselves. Next they can draw 

everything they can hear around them.  

 

The things that are the loudest or most common they should draw bigger and closer to 

their X and things that are really quiet or rare draw a bit smaller and further away. Give 

them 10 minutes to complete their drawings and then come together to share. Ask, were 

there any noises that surprised them or that they normally wouldn’t notice? Ask how it 

made them feel? (15 minutes) 

 

5. Get the clipboards and pencils all put away and get ready to head to back to school. (5 

minutes) 

 

6. Head back to school. (45 minutes – 1 hour) 

 

Feedback to Participants 

Talk about what having good health means to them – talk about physical and mental health. Re-

flect on how they felt about going on a longer walk, wheel or ride. Do they feel good?  

Discuss how going for a walk, wheel,  bike ride or a scooter ride can be a good thing to do if 

you’re feeling anxious or worried about something, as it can help you feel a bit less worried and 

the endorphins from the exercise will make you feel happier. Talk about ways of using activity in 

the outdoors to reduce anxiety and stress.  

Discuss the benefits of getting outside and breathing fresh air. See if you can find some lichen 

and discuss the fact it’s an indicator of air quality. Discuss the benefits of active travel to and 

from school and whether or not there are any barriers for them travelling actively.  

 

Enjoying this activity? Use #ChildrensMentalHealthWeek and tag us @SustransScot on Facebook and Twitter.  

Sustrans promotes cycling, wheeling, walking and scooting in schools, reducing congestion by empowering teachers, parents and pupils to 
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